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INTRODUCTION

The asset management industry, like so many of its counterparts, is going through severe disruption. Key to this change is distribution, and particularly the evolution from a sales-led to a marketing-led philosophy.

Three catalysts are behind this shift; technology, client demands, and value pricing, with technology playing an outsized role. The biggest disruptor to our industry in the past 30 years has been technology, or more specifically Google, which has changed everything by providing transparency into traditionally protected business models, client behavior and pricing. The result is increased pressure on strategy, structure, margins and organic growth.

In this Q&A, Kudu Investment Management managing partner Lee Beck and Envestnet | PMC group president James K. Patrick IV offer their perspectives on trends that are changing how asset management distribution operates. With asset manager margins under pressure and competition increasing, evolving distribution through disruption is a critical task.

FundFire reported that one large asset manager employs some 40 data scientists and software engineers at their technology center. They started the center last year to improve how the firm targets institutional prospects and advisors. How do you think increasing use of technology and artificial intelligence will disrupt asset management distribution?

Patrick: Engagement with technology and analytics gets a lot of lip service, but not a lot of definitive execution by most firms. And I think many of the organizations we work with – the largest asset managers in the industry – are very slow to adopt a new way of doing business. It’s like we’re living a little “who-moved-my-cheese session” here. But the firms that are really successful are the ones that are fully integrating technology into how they interact with advisors.

Beck: Technology is impacting us in every aspect of our roles, but the real value is derived from user interpretation and an effective implementation process. Disruption will occur in different phases; we are in phase one, which includes data integration, interpretation and surface level execution. The biggest change is direction, evaluation and recommendations being provided from business intelligence leadership to sales leadership, reversing the traditional roles. The information is available, but most are marginally aligned to the insights.

Patrick: Also, it is more challenging than ever to fully integrate new technologies with the customer-relationship management systems most firms use to manage interactions with advisors because of the different ways advisors run their businesses. In some cases, there
requires leadership guidance, broad-based coaching and a reengineering of metrics, not to mention compensation schemes.

Investment in learning and development wraps the manufacturing side around the economic prioritization of the client base. That’s something that I think has to happen whether you are a boutique manager or a multi-asset, trillion-dollar manager operating globally.

Is asset management distribution doing a good job meeting the needs of clients?

I’m very surprised at the number of managers and advisors who keep pushing the vernacular of the CFA.

Beck: I would say we witness mixed results. Distribution efforts have been built on what the asset manager needs or wants to sell, generally not derived from the client’s problem. I would argue that asset managers must orient their distribution model to start with client concerns with a true understanding of the issues, if not the industry will continue to under-deliver for clients, which promotes digital interfaces and less human interaction. This can be accomplished through problem-solving “cascades” but the execution has proven to be difficult at firms who have attempted this transition. It is not a comfortable framework to implement and often runs contrary to the cultures and ethos the industry has built over decades.

Patrick: I think about distribution in terms of the different types of consumers. When I think about advisor-intermediated distribution, I think about it in terms of the types of products and services the end client would use, which depends on whether they would be considered mass affluent or affluent. And as I think about running a distribution organization, I’m very surprised at the number of managers and advisors who keep pushing the vernacular of the CFA – tracking error, beta, duration, convexity, etc.
There’s a gap between the reality of delivering scaled advice to more clients and being able to engage in the minutiae of a discussion around the R-squared or tracking error of a strategy and translating it back to a client who needs, for example, inflation plus three percent to meet their investment goals. An advisor’s end client thinks about budgeting, about cash flows, and about successfully realizing a financial plan with certainty. We believe that financial planning is the root of most engagements with end clients, and you must understand, as a distribution executive or representative, how your products and services might fit with a client’s financial plan and use client engagement technology to show the results and benefits of that investment strategy.

But, by and large, we are not seeing this happening. There’s a compounding of the disconnect between how an advisor speaks to an end client and how they listen to asset managers, which is causing asset managers challenges and pushing advisors toward outsourcing investment decisions. But the firms that have succeeded realize there are only so many advisors who have a significant book of business, still have “control” of their clients and haven’t started to see assets migrate meaningfully to the millennial children or grandchildren. Having another meeting with an advisor to present the same product story will not help the asset manager distribute products. I think we will see a lot of shaking out in the industry in terms of distribution and how they engage with their advisors. Firms that are winning have found ways to add value to an advisor’s practice, such as programs for things like financial planning and dollar-based monthly cash flow models.

We’ve seen a material uptick in advisors’ utilization of an asset manager’s products when the asset manager has deployed technology that allows it to more effectively engage with advisors and helps its representatives scale their efforts. Couple that approach with analytics that prioritize prospects and product messages and you can see that some firms are really capitalizing much better on their human capital.

Beck: I believe asset managers can enhance their resource utilization significantly. Doing a better job at aligning and utilizing people will be critical for success. One clear catalyst for realignment is the volume and velocity of cash flow into research recommended platforms. The intermediaries currently have between 65 percent and 98 percent of all new cash flow investing into research recommended portfolios and that universe is a small one, maybe less than 300 names per platform or per research unit. The other 5,000 plus products outside of that research recommended list are all fighting for the remaining pieces of that puzzle.

If you’re not incorporating technology to leverage distribution, you’re fighting for a small position against some tough competition.

And if an advisor or consultant selects options outside an institutional or intermediary research recommended list, they likely accept fiduciary liability at the individual level or at the firm level. Many aren’t willing to do that unless there’s real product differentiation of performance that they can’t find on the research recommended list. It has to be a very unique opportunity for a client to take on that risk and if you’re not selling a product in a way that’s professional and you’re not incorporating technology to leverage distribution, you’re fighting for a small position against some tough competition.

There are only so many people you can get in front of first of all, so your product better be one, priced right, two, structured appropriately, and three, clear on how it answers a problem such as a certain risk profile, return profile, income profile, and so on. Then firms need it on the right platforms. I don’t feel firms have the
appropriate level of resources aligned with this opportunity.

It sounds like there may be a misfit between product availability and client needs. Is greater product customization the answer to meet client needs?

Patrick: I read over the weekend that there are more than three million indices around the world. It’s mindboggling and, at some point, there’s too much work to differentiate one product or index from the other. We have 19,000 products, 1,300 SMA managers and 157 mutual fund and ETF strategies on the Envestnet platform, and we’re probably only a third of the market. So I don’t think lack of products is a concern. But we’ve done research on the gaps between the services clients want and what they actually get, which is interesting. I mean, 94 percent of people want trust services and 10 percent of advisors are providing them; 96 percent want wealth transfer advice, but only 24 percent receive it.

Should advisors be spending their time deciding between a two-times or a three-times short index ETF for their clients or should they be trying to meet some of these gaps? I’m not sure more products, or customized products, are the answer for advisors looking to differentiate their capabilities and reassure clients that he or she is earning their fee.

Beck: The last thing the industry needs is more product, but there is client demand for return profiles balanced with liquidity levels and risk. Customizing capabilities is appealing for clients but creating the scale required to do so within the intermediary segment is difficult. That’s why you see most multi asset product sales happening at institutional clients and not through intermediaries. I think the customization needs to be happening at the client level. We have more than enough products to match their concerns if assembled correctly.

Patrick: We are starting to see end clients question the value proposition of the advisor
engagement overall and demand cutting-edge digital tools, like budgeting apps, that are linked to their investments and the ability to do lending off of their holdings. As an advisor, picking a really cool 60/30/10 portfolio and allocating it has become table stakes, where before it might have been a differentiating feature.

Remember that a prospective client can go online and get all kinds of in-depth information on the value proposition of advice. We’re starting to see more requests for our consulting services around how an advisory firm can differentiate itself in terms of tax awareness, impact investing, overlay strategies and so on.

How can asset managers enhance distribution given the challenges we’ve discussed? What might give managers the greatest return over the next five to ten years?

Patrick: It will be key to think differently about who the leaders are at your firm and how they execute firm strategy. There are a lot of sales representatives who can have a phone call or get a meeting, but only a few can take all of the factors we’ve been talking about, especially how to capitalize on technology and client relationships, to truly drive execution and distribution.

You’ll also need to think differently about using distribution P&L and milking your cash cows – not abandoning them – but establishing a base level of support for your product line. If managers right-size their organizations, think differently about how they engage with the end client and the consultant or advisor, and completely retool how they work, they can either change product focus or seed new products today that might allow them to think about engaging differently going forward. What you’ve competed on in the past is not going to be a differentiator in the future.

Beck: Start with your strategy and clearly define who you are. Most haven’t even accomplished this stage. It’s hard to go through professional or personal success if you don’t have a clear understanding of who you are and who you are not.

Secondly, prioritize the structure which will allow you to execute on your differentiation. I think asset managers will need to shift from a sales-led to a marketing-led distribution model. One way to assist that shift is to incorporate a “pod” focus where everyone works out of a central structure to enhance education and mentor people in a common environment facilitated through technology connectivity.

Thirdly, prioritize the product line and the clients. Regarding the latter, define who the clients are you’re going to allocate capital and resources to and who aren’t. The asset management business has always said “we have strategic partnerships and we think carefully about who we want to serve.” But that’s generally not the case; our industry has had a shotgun approach to distribution which has been reinforced by paying sales teams to sell everything everywhere and waiting to see what might stick.

I would argue whether it is in the institutional or intermediary space, the top 15 clients are probably greater than 70 percent of a firm’s revenue. Often, I don’t see managers reflecting that in their day to day efforts.

Lastly, invest in a learning and development team, platform, and ongoing education framework. Having your “assets” stepping away from the distribution process for 20 percent of
Beck: Speaking of boutiques, even Jack Bogle said in Barron's that there will always be a place and always be demand for boutique managers that excel. Many boutiques question if they should stay independent or accept an investment by a bigger manager to leverage their distribution and infrastructure. I believe managers have greater opportunity for success long-term by managing this organically. I believe if a firm has the manufacturing differentiation, with thoughtful leadership and decision making, the ability to succeed in today's environment is very strong, even when it is David versus Goliath.

Patrick: I absolutely think they can be competitive and, to me, that is what is great about America. In America, we are tremendously entrepreneurial in a capitalistic structure, and we have the opportunity for great ideas with great execution and great engagement to continue to succeed.

There are many examples, especially in asset management, where small firms have differentiated what they do and how they do it for an end client, a consultant, or intermediaries to end clients. I absolutely think small firms will be able to differentiate themselves. But I think it’s important they have a strategy and a following and can differentiate themselves and their products. A key question for them is whether it is still profitable to run their business like they did before they got to scale. I also think they need to understand their niche, stay inside it, and not try to compete with mega-managers by getting outside their niche and into arenas where the big firms dominate.

Patrick: One way of thinking about this is to use a barbell analogy of large, mid-sized and giant firms. I think there are going to be pockets of engagement that are really important for an asset manager to differentiate itself regardless of firm size, and if you compare a mega-sized manager with a smaller boutique, you can find examples where both firms have done a great job at differentiation and branding. But, in many cases, it will be easier for smaller firms than mid-sized firms to brand and differentiate themselves.

Beck: The opinions Jim and I have raised are applicable at small or large firms.

Patrick: I believe that the big managers will get bigger with greater scale, and the boutiques will still be small, but it will be hard to rationalize yourself as a mid-sized firm. I think it’s going to be really interesting to understand how a mid-sized manager defines itself. Are you a Ford or are you a Ferrari? Ferraris are very distinct and are custom style managers, versus Fords which are like everyday brand style managers. How Ferraris and Fords brand and differentiate themselves and their distribution capabilities will depend on which make they decide they are.
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